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1: Write-and-Learn Sight Word Practice Pages, Grades K-2 : Engaging | eBay
Put kids on the path to reading with fun, reproducible activities that teach the top sight words! Each easy-to-manage
activity is tailor-made to teach specific sight words, strengthen reading skills, and expand vocabulary.

Teach sight words interactively with these five easy mini-lessons. Let me share why, how and what sight
words we focused on â€” that way you get the entire picture. Sight words are usually words that our
kindergarten students will run into over and over and could potentially see them in print dozens of times in a
day. Sometimes people call them high-frequency words, popcorn words or even star words. Because they are
reading in kindergarten! Teaching sight words helps them to read more fluently, fluidly and write more
efficiently too. How to Teach Sight Words Let me preface that this is my routine that I planned and then
tweaked over the years. It was my goal to teach a sight word each week and I wanted to use repetition to my
advantage. I simply did one of these each day and fell into a Monday-Friday routine. Then you can totally use
this strategy to teach sight words. Simply replace the lyrics of a nursery rhyme or familiar tune with the letters
spelling the sight word. Want me to make all of the songs up for you? Check out my sight word songs.
Another option is to create a story for the way the word looks. They are so naughty they should be locked up
in jail. That way I can cue them to remember that they are being naughty when a kinder comes across it when
reading. Who was it that we needed to lock up in jail? Pull out your magnetic letters, playdough or letter tiles
under your document camera. Review your song or story and have students help build the word. Then choose
a letter or letters to switch out. You can also mix up a letter or two and have them identify and rearrange them
back into the correct order. Pull this off with a little teaching drama like they are contestants on The Price is
Right or have them close their eyes in between the switcheroo. Be sure to always come back to the correct
spelling and review your song or story as discussed earlier. Find it in print Your kinders need to see the word
in print. There are a couple different ways to do this. You can do one or do them all. You attack this one whole
group using a big book or shared reading experience. I liked to have my students clap, snap, stomp or wiggle
something kinesthetic when my finger landed on the sight word as we were reading. Reward kinders for
finding the word in print during some independent reading time. Review the song or story when wrapping up
your whole group or small group mini lesson for good measure. Form the letters with bodies Ah, this one
speaks to that fact that kinders need to move. Is it easier to make the uppercase F or lowercase f? We skywrite
the word while singing or spelling the word out slowly. Or try it with eyes closed. The partner has to guess
which word was spelled out. The only other whole group activity we did was go over the entire list of sight
words using a chant. I will say that in addition to these mini lessons listed here we talked about sight words in
our reading groups and our writing time too. What sight words to teach in kindergarten? Ask 12 kindergarten
teachers and get 12 different answers. Some students would already be working on this list in small groups or
have worked past it. Others like to use the Fry word list of words to work from. I happened to have some
flexibility with picking my list. Create a slideshow with your sight words and have them be the screensaver on
your classroom computers. I hope you were able to get the entire picture on how I teach sight words in our
kindergarten classroom with those mini-lessons and thoughts. If you like what I do here on
KindergartenWorks, then be sure to subscribe today. I look forward to sharing ideas with you weekly.
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2: Sight Words Printables and Worksheets | A to Z Teacher Stuff Printable Pages and Worksheets
When it comes to teaching sight words there a lot of different approaches. Here's how I like to teach a sight word in 5
minutes for 5 days to kindergarten. Teach sight words interactively with these five easy mini-lessons.

The idea behind the kit was to provide fun, hands-on activities for either classroom voluteers or parents to
work with their child at home. Well, since that time, those little first graders have learned their letters and
sounds and are now ready to focus on sight words. To assemble your very own kit, first print this 4-page pdf.
This file contains step-by-step directions for the teaching session as well as a recording form for your
volunteer or parents to track the amount of time spent each day working with your student. You can make
your own flashcards on index cards using the assessment form as your guide. If you download the
Multi-Sensory Teaching of Sight Words file from my TpT store, the flashcards and multi-sensory cards for all
Dolch sight words are printed for you. For this particular kit, I put in two quick and easy multi-sensory
activities- Bendaroos and Play Doh. You can certainly add your own favorite multi-sensory activities as there
are many to choose from. Shaving cream, glue, yarn, pipe cleaners, sandâ€¦.. If your student is consistently
missing a word during the flashcard drill, provide extra practice with a multi-sensory activity. Click HERE to
download the multi-sensory cards and flashcards from my TpT store I like to quickly incorporate the sight
word building activity into the teaching sessions. I found these dry erase boards in the education section at our
local Dollar Tree. I like these because they have the writing lines and this is perfect for students at this stage.
Be sure to differentiate the writing activity. For other students, using the flashcard would be appropriate. The
primary purpose of the game is to practice the words not so much introducing new words. One of my all-time
favorite games for practicing sight words is the Fiddle Sticks game. Color the tip of one stick. Place all the
sticks word side down in the cup. Players take turns choosing sticks and reading words. The player who picks
the colored-tip stick must put all their sticks back in the cup and play continues. The player with the most
sticks at the end of time wins the game. So incredibly simple, but the students absolutely love it! The Fly
Swatting Sight Words game is so much fun! Pick up a fly swatter at any dollar store and place a strip of velcro
on the swatter. Sounds a little crazy, but it really is an all-time favorite. We have quite a few soccer players in
our area so I made this fun sight word soccer game. Game boards are a quick and easy way to practice words.
We have many students who can identify words on flashcards, but then when they come across the same word
in a book, are just at a loss. The Reading a-z high frequency words books are ideal for this purpose. You can
print the books in color or in black and white. Oh my goodnessâ€¦this one long blog post. I jam-packed this kit
with tons of fun sight word activities and just wanted to share them all with you. Just hope there are a few
ideas that you can use with your kiddos who are now learning their sight words.
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3: Fun Sight Word Learning Games for Kids | www.enganchecubano.com
Learning the first sight words is easy with these super-fun games that put a new twist on bingo. Kids learn in a snap and
play again and again. Grades: K - 2.

Most of these words regardless of what you call them are learned by sight and cannot be easily sounded out.
By eliminating the need to decode these words, the reader is able to focus on those that are more difficult or
less familiar. These engaging activities will help reinforce the recognition of these words, make your students
better readers, and bring lots of fun and smiles to your classroom! To play, each student has to choose a sight
word and repeatedly write the word in a tic-tac-toe grid. Each time they write the word, they have to read it
too. The first person to write down and read three in a row is the winner! Use this Tic-Tac-Toe template to
start the fun in your classroom! Scavenger Hunt This is a super-quick activity that two can play together. To
play the Scavenger Hunt game, prepare a template with twelve sight words written on it. Next, write the same
words on twelve sticky notes and attach each note on top of the matching word. Taking turns and working in
pairs, one child takes the clipboard and hides the sticky note words around the class. When finished, the hider
hands the clipboard with just the word template to the partner who then hunts for the words. As the sight
words are found, they are placed directly on top of the matching word. When the hunter is finished, the
clipboard is ready to go for the next team. Remind the students to say the word at the time they find it. Please
feel free to use my Scavenger Hunt template with your students. Shaving Cream This one has to be the easiest
game of them all! Put a little shaving cream in front of each student and have them practice spelling their sight
words on the table or desk with the shaving cream. To prepare, write sight words with a black Sharpie or print
labels with sight words and then tape each word to a plastic cup. The students build towers with the cups as
they read each word. When they are done playing or when the cups crash , have them read each sight word
again as they stack and put away the cups. Star Wars Smash Everyone loves a superhero! When these guys
show up in your classroom, the kids are going to be so excited!! To get started, write sight words on folded
index cards or cardstock. When the kids come to this center, they will need to place all of the cards on a table
and pick a superhero of their liking. After they have smashed a word, they get to keep the card and at the end
of the game, the student who has smashed the most words wins! Word Wall A Word Wall is a must in the
classroom, regardless of grade. The Word Wall serves as an anchor for the sight words students learn
throughout the year. In my classroom, I introduce two or three words a week. We do lots of activities with our
new words and practice writing them all week long. We go back to, and read and review our Word Wall words
often. In writing, I have one very important rule: We talk a lot about the tools we have in our classroom that
can help us be better readers and writers, and our Word Wall is by far, one of the most important and
frequently used tool that we have. And my favorite tool to create all of my Word Wall words is right here at
the Word Workshop. Reading Sight Words in Text Sight Word Readers is an excellent resource for kids to
build reading skills and gain confidence to become better readers. This set of books teaches the 50 most
commonly used words in print, and my students absolutely LOVE them! When we finish our sight word
activities, I pass out a stack of these books to each table, and the kids have so much fun and feel so proud as
they independently read. When they are done with their storybooks, they just put their copy back into the
center of the table and grab another title to read. Sight Words offers an engaging and fun way to reinforce the
learning of sight words in your classroom. There are ten ready-to-go games, and all you have to do is cut and
paste into file folders for instant fun and learning. These games are also a wonderful resource to have your
volunteers use when they are helping out in your classroom. Please take a moment to comment and share
photos for all to learn from and enjoy. Thank you so much! Hugs, Shari Some of the products in this blog post
were provided to the blogger by Scholastic for her review and suggested use.
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4: Free Preschool & Kindergarten Sight Words Worksheets - Printable | K5 Learning
Sight Word Games. The first step in a child's cognitive development is recognizing words. The next step is learning what
they mean. At www.enganchecubano.com, our sight word games give children the tools to quickly reach that next step.

How exactly do teachers and parents help children develop their stores of sight words? There are several
proven techniques that any adult can use to teach sight words. Whichever strategies are employed, the best
success is seen when one adult with a small number of children at a time. The more one-on-one time a child
has learning and practicing sight words with an adult, the greater his chances to integrating them into his
long-term memory. Whether we realize it or not, we often visualize what we are attempting to learn to help
solidify the information in our memories. Even if you used written directions instead of a pictorial map, you
probably had a number of visual markers such as unusual sights or signs to help you learn how to get there.
Presenting children with illustrations of sight words along with their print versions helps them make important
connections between the object and the word. Flashcards or posters with a colorful picture and the word
written under it are excellent sight word teaching tools. In addition, teachers or parents can have children draw
their own pictures of each word on the same page to help them link the print with the visual. Listening to and
Saying Sight Words Sight words are not only frequently used in writing, they are also essential to
conversational English. Parents and teachers should make explicit connections between the print version of a
word and its sound. Pointing to a word while repeating it is one way to do this. Also, adults should have
children say the sight words to help them become actively involved in their learning. This can be as simple as
asking them to repeat a sight word while writing it or as involved as having the child search through a pile of
sight words written on index cards or sentence strips to find a word that best completes a sentence you have
written. Teaching Sight Words Through Repetition Children do not learn new words by being exposed to them
only once. Repetition is key to sight word acquisition. Young readers should be given opportunities to read
and write a new sight word multiple times. Repetitive reading of texts featuring certain sight words is one
strategy for helping children commit these words to memory. Also, to practice spelling sight words, parents
and teachers can have children write and say aloud words several times. When a child writes and says the
word at least five times in a row, she is more likely to commit it to memory. To subtly help children mentally
repeat sight words, parents or teachers can create Dolch word walls. As a new sight word is learned it is
written in large print on a sentence strip or piece of paper and hung up on the wall in a location where the child
is likely to see it often. Literature based instruction is an extremely effective method for helping children learn
sight words. There are many leveled texts that are designed to highlight certain age-appropriate sight words.
Beyond this parents and teachers can present sight words in short sentences or help them write their own
sentences incorporating sight words. Teaching Sight Words Through Music Music is a wonderful medium for
presenting and reinforcing information especially for young children. Creating songs that incorporate sight
words and practicing them frequently with children gives them the opportunity to use multiple modalities to
learn the new words. Teaching Sight Words With Games Once children have had the opportunity to study new
sight words, games are a fun, hands on way to help strengthen their retention. These games are easy to create
at home or at school and can be modified based on the particular sight words a child is learning at the time.
Wordoâ€”Played just like the game Bingo, but this version uses sight words instead of numbers on a grid card.
Concentrationâ€”Sight word concentration cards can easily be made using index cards. Simply write each
word on two cards, shuffle and lay face down to play. Word Searchesâ€”Create word searches featuring sight
words or use one of the many available on the Internet. Go Fishâ€”Go fish cards can easily be made using
index cards. Simply write each word on two cards, shuffle and deal to play. Letter Magnet Spellingâ€”To
reinforce sight word spelling, provide the child with a set of letter magnets and a metal surface. Call out sight
words and ask the child to use the magnets to spell the word. Have fun teaching sight words! Be sure to visit
our worksheets page for lots of free, printable Dolch sight words activities.
5: Teaching Sight Words - Strategies for Parents and Teachers
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These games are easy to create at home or at school and can be modified based on the particular sight words a child is
learning at the time. Wordo â€”Played just like the game Bingo, but this version uses sight words instead of numbers on
a grid card.

6: Kindergarten Sight Words List | www.enganchecubano.com
File Folder Games in Color: Sight Words offers an engaging and fun way to reinforce the learning of sight words in your
classroom. There are ten ready-to-go games, and all you have to do is cut and paste into file folders for instant fun and
learning.

7: 5 Easy Mini-Lessons to Teach Sight Words | KindergartenWorks
School Zone - Sight Words Flash Cards - Ages 5 and Up, Early Reading, Sight Reading, Sight Words by School Zone
Staff Cards $ In Stock. Ships from and sold by www.enganchecubano.com

8: Sight Words Games | Sight Words: Teach Your Child to Read
This is a wonderful resource site with easy to recreate activities to help children in sight word/high frequency word
mastery. I've utilized the Fly Swat, Trail and Memory/Concentration activities with my great nephew during our tutoring
sessions and he loves it!

9: Dolch Sight Words List | Sight Words: Teach Your Child to Read
Sight words are words that appear frequently in most of the text people read, but can't easily be sounded out. Learning
them helps children become more confident readers. This list of kindergarten sight words includes the most commonly
used words every kid should know, also called high frequency words.
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